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It all began with a passionate dream to open a hotel
perched high along the breathtaking hills of the
Amalfi Coast. This fervent dream combined with love,
devotion and hard work resulted in the opening of
the historic five-star hotel, Palazzo Sasso, in 1997.
An instant success, this property became renowned for
its stunning views, exceptional hospitality and one-star
Michelin restaurant. Now the Amalfi Coast’s prized
jewel shines even more proudly bearing the name of
its founding family. Palazzo Sasso has become
Palazzo Avino.

Palazzo Avino is set on the Amalfi Coast, south of
Naples, with spectacular views over the Mediterranean
sea. Ravello itself being a charming little town, boldly
laid out on a steep hillside. The glorious surroundings of
brilliant blue sea, a profusion of flowers, and pastelpainted houses offer visitors a peaceful haven from a
busy world. Originally a 12th Century villa built for an
esteemed Italian noble family, the property has been
tastefully refurbished to the highest standards while
retaining its medieval and baroque features. The hotel
has been recognised internationally with prestigious
awards for its commitment to the very best in service

and hospitality. It has been recognized by both Travel &
Leisure and Condé Nast Traveler magazines as one of
the best hotels in the world.
The hotel boasts a new private beach club (Clubhouse
By the Sea), offering full sea access, with a casual
restaurant and a small swimming pool. The beach club,
exclusively for hotel guests, is located at the foot of the
mountain and complimentary daylong shuttle service to
and from the hotel is available.
Hotel facilities

Beach Club with complimentary shuttle service
Heated swimming pool
Solarium with hydropool
Fully equipped gym
Spa
One Michelin star restaurant
Terrazza Belvedere Restaurant
Lobster and Martini Bar
The Rooms

10 Junior and Deluxe Suite with sea view
(some with terrace)
33 Double rooms (sea view & mountain view)
Each room decorated in a different style - most furniture
from the XIX century
Check-in time: 15.00 / Check-out time: 12.00
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Food and Beverage Outlets

Rossellinis Restaurant
Our hotel’s formal restaurant, the
one Michelin starred Rossellinis,
features a panoramic sea view
terrace where guests can taste the
best of Italian haute cuisine in a
gorgeous atmosphere. The
restaurant is fully renovated
featuring Barovier and Toso
chandeliers in the inside and a
total new look in the outside
Terrace.
For a unique gastronomic
experience, two options are
available: Chef’s Table (for a
maximum of six guests) with a
dedicated menu and the
Sommelier’s Table (for a
maximum of two guests) in an
original XII century cave with
dedicated wine trails options.

Caffè dell’Arte
This spacious lounge bar and
terrace is where guests can take
pleasure in fabulous mountain
and sea vistas while sipping an
aperitif or dining on light fare
and enjoying the melodies of our
resident pianist.
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Food and Beverage Outlets

Terrazza Belvedere
Terrazza Belvedere serves an
array of appetizing small bites
and fresh pasta dishes. With a
terrace perched over the property
that offers magnificent views of
the coastline, this is a casual
dining favorite amongst guests.

Lobster and Martini Bar
A new addition to Terrazza
Belvedere is the Lobster &
Martini Bar that begins at
6:00PM. Clients enjoy the
freshest local Lobster paired with
refreshing Champagne or
Prosecco amidst a backdrop of
the awe-inspiring Mediterranean
Sea. Alternatively, guests can
enjoy their choice of 80 different
martinis uniquely crafted by the
hotel’s in-house martini
mixologist! Martinis range from
traditional to exotic using
ingredients such as seasonal
fruits and herbs. The
combination of watching the
sunset while enjoying a digestif
and viewing the sky, mountains
and sea is heavenly!
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Facilities

Clubhouse by the Sea
A stay at Palazzo Avino cannot
exclude a visit to our new
breathtaking seaside property.
Our Clubhouse by the Sea is just
15 minutes from the hotel and is
connected via a complimentary
private shuttle service. Exclusive
for our guests, the Clubhouse
includes a casual restaurant
featuring fresh catch of the day
and pizza, a lounge, changing
rooms and a small outdoor pool.
This special new feature makes
Palazzo Avino even more
intimate and exclusive by
combining the beauty, culture
and tranquility of Ravello (just
outside the main door) along
with the possibility to swim and
relax on the edge of the
Mediterranean Sea.

Swimming pool
A 20 meter outdoor heated
swimming pool is situated in the
gardens of Palazzo Avino with an
amazing view of the sea and the
mountains.
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Facilities

Spa
Our full service SPA is located
next to the swimming pool in the
gardens of Palazzo Avino and
overlooks the Mediterranean Sea.
Our spa facilities include a
hydrotherapy pool, sauna,
Turkish bath and massage and
treatment cabins. We feature
beauty products specially created
on Sorrento lemons, annurca
apple and Vesuvio apricot, these
three local fruit are known for
their beneficial proprieties.

The Gym
The gym is located in the gardens
under white gazebos and
overlooks the sea. A variety of
Technogym equipment is
available to all our guests.
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Facilities

The Solarium
On the roof top of Palazzo Avino,
with a breathtaking view of the
Amalfi Coast, we offer a solarium
with a whirlpool. This rooftop
oasis is a favourite venue to
watch sunset and enjoy a glass of
Prosecco.

Activities & Sports
Nearby activities include: tennis,
trekking, horseback riding,
sailing, scuba diving, boat rentals
and boat excursions.

Touring around Ravello
& its surroundings
Villa Cimbrone
Villa Rufolo
Amalfi
Minori
Positano
Capri
Pompeii
Paestum
Tenuta San Francesco Vineyards
Mamma Agata & Nonna Orsola
Cooking Schools
Distance from the sea:
15 minutes by car.
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info
GSD Codes

Sabre 40823
Galileo 87149
Amadeus NAP193
Worldspan/Pegasus 2193

Yearly Open Dates

March 31st – October 21st, 2018

Contact Details

Palazzo Avino
Via San Giovanni del Toro 28
84010 Ravello – Amalfi Coast, Italy
T + 39 089 81 81 81
F + 39 089 85 89 00
info@palazzoavino.com
palazzoavino.com

Hotel Contacts

Managing Director
Sales and Marketing
Front Office Manager
Reservations Supervisor

Mariella Avino
Attilia Avino
Antonio Ferrara
Emanuela Apicella

Affiliation

The Leading Hotels of the World
Virtuoso
Signature
Fine Hotels and Resorts

Price Range

Rooms from euro 308 per night
Suites from euro 705 per night

